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REPORT DETAILS
Report Submission Date

16/11/2022

Reported Company/Branch Information

City/State/Zip: United Kingdom )

Are you a Twitter User?

Yes

User Name

@Is_Richardson

Country

United Kingdom

Details

Dear Twitter
I am writing to request the erasure of all Direct Messages (DMs) I have sent from the account referred to above under the right to erasure (Article 17, GDPR). I am specifically not
asking for any other data, such as tweets, or DMs sent to me from others, to be erased. I am not requesting you to deactivate my account. I have already downloaded a copy of any
DMs I wish to retain. I wish for these data to be erased from all systems, including backup systems (on an appropriate schedule). This implies that they should also become
inaccessible to the recipient. No copies of any direct messages sent by my account should remain on Twitter's or their data processors' servers. I have noted that it is possible to
delete direct messages one by one, which I have done, but it is unclear how this relates to Twitter's storage of them and I am using my legal right to ask for data erasure in writing
to ensure they are in fact, truly deleted.
Please note the following:
1. the personal data are no longer necessary in relation to the purposes for which they were collected or otherwise processed. These messages have been sent and read.
2. I have withdrawn consent to, and objected to any legitimate interests relating to, the processing of data within my DMs.
3. I believe the personal data are currently being unlawfully processed due to the absence of a Data Protection Officer within Twitter.
I also note that as I am only requesting my own sent DMs be deleted, and not those written by other people to me, there is no issue with the exercise of freedom of expression and
information. (17(3)(a))
I do not know of any legal obligation in my jurisdiction which requires processing of my DMs. If such an obligation exists, please specify it precisely (17(3)b).
I see no reason to retain data for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims. If any such claims exist, please specify them precisely (17(3)(e)).

Reporter �rst name

John

Reporter last name

Richardson

Email address

john.richardson@cyberspaceuk.com

Details

Dear Twitter

I am writing to request the erasure of all Direct Messages (DMs) I have sent from the account referred to above under the right to erasure (Article 17, GDPR). I am specifically not

asking for any other data, such as tweets, or DMs sent to me from others, to be erased. I am not requesting you to deactivate my account. I have already downloaded a copy of any

DMs I wish to retain. I wish for these data to be erased from all systems, including backup systems (on an appropriate schedule). This implies that they should also become

inaccessible to the recipient. No copies of any direct messages sent by my account should remain on Twitter's or their data processors' servers. I have noted that it is possible to

delete direct messages one by one, which I have done, but it is unclear how this relates to Twitter's storage of them and I am using my legal right to ask for data erasure in writing

to ensure they are in fact, truly deleted.

Please note the following:

1. the personal data are no longer necessary in relation to the purposes for which they were collected or otherwise processed. These messages have been sent and read.

2. I have withdrawn consent to, and objected to any legitimate interests relating to, the processing of data within my DMs.

3. I believe the personal data are currently being unlawfully processed due to the absence of a Data Protection Officer within Twitter.

I also note that as I am only requesting my own sent DMs be deleted, and not those written by other people to me, there is no issue with the exercise of freedom of expression and

information. (17(3)(a))

I do not know of any legal obligation in my jurisdiction which requires processing of my DMs. If such an obligation exists, please specify it precisely (17(3)b).

I see no reason to retain data for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims. If any such claims exist, please specify them precisely (17(3)(e)).

Follow-Up Notes

There are no additional notes for this report.

Follow-Up Questions/Comments

09/12/2022 8:44 AM posted by Organization
Hello,

Thank you for your inquiry. You can deactivate your account at any time. When deactivated, your Twitter account, including your display name, username, and public profile, will no
longer be viewable on Twitter.com, Twitter for iOS, and Twitter for Android. For up to 30 days after deactivation it is still possible to restore your Twitter account if it was accidentally
or wrongfully deactivated.

Keep in mind that search engines and other third parties may still retain copies of your public information, like your profile information and public Tweets, even after you have
deleted the information from our services or deactivated your account.

More information about account deactivation may be found on our Help Center:

https://help.twitter.com/en/managing-your-account/how-to-deactivate-twitter-account

Sincerely,
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Twitter Office of Data Protection

Chat Transcripts

There are no chat transcripts for this incident.


